English 94, K. Howell
Journal Writing Rubric:
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Vocabulary
Missing many vocabulary words and has many context errors
Includes at least 10 vocabulary words and has some context errors
Includes most vocabulary with some context errors
Includes all 15 vocabulary words with no context errors
Organization
No or inadequate organizational plan is evident.
Some organizational plan.  Lacks effective lead and closure
Evidence of a good organizational plan.  Effective lead, and good closure and transitions

Well organized and logical.  Strong lead, effective closure and smooth transitions between ideas
Sentence Fluency
Sentences may be incomplete thoughts or may run on incoherently
Sentences are short and simple
Sentences may vary in length but may be simple in structure
Sentences are varied in length and complexity
Conventions
(Spelling, grammar, and punctuation)
So many errors that writing is barely comprehensible
Frequent errors that may, at times, interfere with understanding
A few errors in conventions, but errors do not interfere with the meaning of the piece
Some or no errors in spelling, grammar, and punctuation.  


Oral Presentation Rubric:
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Language Use and Delivery
Effectively uses eye contact.
Speaks clearly, effectively, confidently.
Suitable volume and pace.
Fully engages the audience.
Selects rich and varied words for context and uses correct grammar.

Maintains eye contact.  Speaks clearly.
Uses suitable volume and pace.
Selects words appropriate for context and uses correct grammar.
Some eye contact, but not maintained.
Speaks clearly and unclearly at times.
Word selections inappropriate for context.
Uses incorrect grammar.

Organization and Preparation
Introduces the topic clearly and creatively.
Maintains clear focus.
Includes smooth transitions to connect key points.
Ends with logical, effective conclusion.
Introduces the topic clearly.
Maintains focus on the topic.
Includes transitions to connect key points.
Ends with clear conclusion based on presentation.
Introduces the topic.
Somewhat maintains focus on the topic.
Includes some transitions to connect key points.
Ends with a conclusion.
Content
Cleary defines the topic and why they chose it.
Provides/Supports the thesis with relevant and accurate evidence.

Clearly defines the topic.
Supports the thesis and key findings with evidence.

Defines the topic or thesis.
Somewhat supports the thesis with evidence.

Questions and Answers
Demonstrates extensive knowledge of the topic by responding confidently, precisely, and appropriately to all audience questions and feedback.
Demonstrates knowledge of the topic by responding accurately and appropriately to questions and feedback.
Demonstrates some knowledge of the topic by responding accurately and appropriately to questions and feedback.





